
NIPA pays tribute 

to its Champion, KK

THE passing on of one of the greatest icons of Pan-Africanism and Zambia’s founding President, 
Kenneth Kaunda represents the departure of a true visionary whose indelible mark on the history of 
Zambia, in part, remains the National Institute of Public Administration (NIPA).
NIPA, one of Zambia’s premier institutions of higher learning, owes a huge debt of gratitude to 
Dr. Kaunda for its conception, maturation and current success in its peculiar mandate of provid-
ing market-driven training, research and consultancy to both the public and private sector in the 
country. 
   The Institute is saddened to walk down memory lane in remembering Dr. Kaunda, a true son of 
Africa whose legacy is not only self-evident but also commands a lot of respect around the world, 
especially in Africa. 
   Dr. Kaunda remains the torchbearer of NIPA, a fact that has provided huge impetus for the Insti-
tute to continue in the footsteps of the Southern African independence struggle icon.
The first Republican President, whose full names were David Kenneth Kaunda, popularly known as 
KK, transformed NIPA into a multi-purpose centre of excellence, not just for Zambia, but the rest 
of Southern Africa. 
   The Institute is taking time to remember KK for, among many other things, the milestones it has 
achieved standing on his shoulders.

   It was through the leadership of this great man that the colonial Government of Northern 
Rhodesia came up with the concept of a staff training college (STC) in the early 1960s. As 
Prime Minister of the British colony, Dr. Kaunda championed the formation of the staff 
training college, which was the forerunner of NIPA.  The college was established in 1963 to 
prepare for Zambia’s eminent independence in October the following year.
   At independence, the country only had 100 graduates as Zambia’s first minister of 
education, John Mwanakatwe states in his book “The Growth of Education in Zambia”. These 
graduates were notably too few to run the country effectively. As such, Dr. Kaunda began 
thinking of initiating a programme dubbed Zambianisation.
“We need to Zambianise the civil service at all levels,” he once said vehemently in 1962, just 
two years before Zambia got independence from Britain.
The STC was earmarked to prepare Zambians to take over the running of the civil service 
efficiently and effectively. The history of Zambia, particularly that of the civil service, cannot 
be told without mentioning NIPA.
   This is why, NIPA will always remember KK fondly for his immense contribution to preparing 
Zambians to take over government work, which culminated in the laying of the foundation 
stone by Northern Rhodesia Governor Sir Evelyn Hone at its main campus in Lusaka on 
October 30, 1963. On this day, NIPA was born!
   By 1966, KK realised that there was need for a think-tank in the nascent nation. He 
convinced the rest of his Government that there was need to move from merely training staff 
to occupy government offices to developing a think tank for the nation, which would be 
actualised largely through NIPA. Based on his thought, the Research Consultancy and 
Development Division (RCDD) of NIPA was born. Since then, RCDD has continued to provide 
many solutions to challenges faced by humanity through capacity-building and research 
findings
As time went on, Dr. Kaunda expanded NIPA’s role from merely training staff for the 
government to public sector training.  
   As an accomplished freedom fighter, KK remembered to provide refuge for various 
individuals and groups who were part of the liberation movement in Africa. Through his
 visionary leadership, freedom fighters from various African countries were housed at NIPA. 
For instance, members of South Africa’s African National Congress (ANC) were both trained 
and housed at NIPA. 
   Namibia’s South-West Africa People’s Organisation (SWAPO) also had offices at NIPA. 
SWAPO leaders were trained at this monumental Institute.  Many forerunners in the area of 
public administration in Zambia have strong connections with NIPA. The Institute was 
supported by KK to train many of the country’s Auditors, Judges, Magistrates, Heads of 
parastatals, Private secretaries and Heads of many local government institutions. Countless 
public sector employees, both present and past, have their roots at NIPA. These roots were 
made possible by a champion and this Champion was Dr. Kaunda.  
   Based on this rich and long history that NIPA has with KK, it would almost be unpardonable 
for the Institute not to add its voice to myriad messages of condolences pouring in for the first 
President of Zambia, who established the Institute for honourable purposes. 
   NIPA remembers KK as its Champion and wishes the fallen hero eternal rest.
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